Introduction

Businesses have tracked employee time to calculate payroll, bill clients, and understand resource usage for years. From punchcards to spreadsheets, technology has been used to simplify this process for both employees and their companies. Modern approaches to time tracking, including cloud-based applications, are taking this age-old business process to a new level. But do businesses see advantages in changing their approaches? And how much can be gained by employing new methods for tracking time?

The following report, sponsored by Replicon, is based on a survey of 432 professionals who have responsibility for employee time tracking. The goal of the survey, conducted in June 2013, was to quantify challenges with traditional time tracking approaches and evaluate the impact of cloud-based solutions for time tracking.

Executive Summary

Time tracking solutions create challenges for businesses
- 87% report challenges with time tracking
- 50% say users don’t like entering their information
- 96% say employees make mistakes
- 32% of solutions lack visibility and insight into resource usage
- 16% of solutions used at large companies do not meet compliance requirements

Cloud-based time tracking offers many benefits over traditional approaches
- 77% would consider cloud-based solutions for time tracking
- 56% believe cloud-based solutions optimize time tracking processes
- 53% believe cloud-based solutions would improve data accuracy
- 44% see value in improved time tracking productivity
- Cloud-based time tracking is seen as more efficient than on-premise, in-house, paper, or punchcard solutions
- Employees, managers, and payroll roles all benefit from cloud-based time tracking

Detailed Findings

Current approaches to time tracking are challenging
Survey participants were asked if they experience challenges with their current approach to time tracking. A remarkable 87% reported difficulties.

The most frequent concern reported, 50%, is that users dislike entering their time information. Given this issue, it is unsurprising that the second most frequently reported challenge, 45%, is problems with accuracy of information. Participants also report issues with lack of visibility (32%), expense (11%), and compliance (7%) in their current time tracking approaches.
Frequent challenges mentioned in the “Other” category included issues with analysis of data, problems integrating with other systems, and poor ease-of-use.

Most of these challenges occurred at similar levels among organizations of all sizes, with the exception of compliance. Among companies with 2000 or more employees, compliance was cited as a much larger issue with more than twice as many participants, 16%, reporting they experienced challenges in this area.

**Timesheets are the most disliked tracking process**

Participants were asked to indicate which time tracking process was disliked most by their employees. The majority, 70%, selected timesheets as the most disliked process, dramatically more than expense reporting (18%) or paid time off (PTO) reporting (8%).
Employees make mistakes on timesheets

Participants were asked if employees ever made mistakes on their time tracking. A remarkable 96% reported that their employees make mistakes when reporting their working time.

To quantify the scope of these errors, participants who indicated that employees made mistakes were asked what portion of their employees were involved. An alarming 51% of participants say that more than half of their employees make mistakes, including 15% who say that all their employees make mistakes.

Incorrect time reporting by employees is not believed to be intentional or malicious. Only 4% of respondents believe that most mistakes made by employees when entering time tracking information are made deliberately. The majority, 66%, report that mistakes are typically accidental. The remainder of respondents, 30%, believe these mistakes are equally deliberate and accidental.
Benefits of cloud-based time tracking are compelling

Participants were presented with a list of possible benefits of hosted or cloud-based time tracking solutions and asked if they found the benefits to be compelling. The large majority of participants, 85%, indicated there were compelling benefits in these solutions.

The most popular benefit reported was optimizing the time tracking process, 56%, followed by improved data accuracy, 53%, and improved productivity, 44%.
Most would consider cloud-based time tracking

Participants were asked if they would consider a cloud or hosted option if they were to evaluate a new solution for time tracking. More than three quarters, 77%, indicated they would. This finding is unsurprising given the positive perception of the potential benefits of cloud-based time tracking applications reported above.

Among the 23% of participants who would not consider a cloud-based solution, many liked the idea. However, because their employees did not work in environments with access to the internet they did not consider cloud solutions to be an option for time tracking.

Cloud-based systems reduce time spent on time tracking for all roles

Participants were asked a range of questions about how much time was spent on time tracking each week. Separate questions were presented to understand the time required from different roles including employees, managers, payroll, and tracking the task of billable project hours.

The most time was spent by payroll, with 69% reporting that the payroll department spends more than 15 minutes per week per employee on reconciling, auditing, and processing timesheets. Over half, 53%, reported that managers spent more than 15 minutes per week reviewing and approving timesheets. The least time was spent by employees, with only 39% reporting that employees spend more than 15 minutes per week filling out timesheets.
There were significant differences in the time spent by employees, managers, and payroll depending on the type of system used for time tracking. For each role involved with time tracking, those who used hosted or cloud-based solutions reported taking less time to do their tasks each week, with the most significant differences seen among managers and the task of tracking billable hours. Cloud-based time tracking was more efficient not only for paper and punchcard approaches, but also for other technologies including on-premise commercial software and applications developed in-house.
Survey Methodology and Participant Demographics
In June 2013, a database of business professionals was emailed an invitation to participate in a Web survey on the topic of time tracking. A total of 432 individuals with responsibility for purchasing time tracking management applications completed the survey. Participants included a wide variety of stakeholders including business managers, IT, finance, human resources, and others. The companies where the participants worked represented a wide range of sizes and industry verticals.

Participants held a range of responsibilities for purchasing and using time tracking applications. They used a variety of approaches to time tracking including paper or punchcard, hosted or cloud-based, and software deployed on-premise including commercial software, software developed in-house, and desktop applications.

Respondents were not compensated for participating in this survey except to be offered a copy of the final report.
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